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1. Introduction 
I .I. Proofs as programs 
There has been a lot of work based on the paradigm “proofs as programs”, leading 
to sophisticated realizations (see e.g. [2,4, 133). An expected benefit is the develop- 
ment of correct programs, but, so far, no programming language in current use came 
from these works. The difficulty is the apparent distance between proofs and pro- 
grams: the proofs are often complicated and the extracted programs have not always 
the expected behaviour (in terms of complexity, for instance). 
The proofs are not only programs, but also contain conceptual parts explaining 
why the result is what it is. One needs, therefore, to distinguish in the proofs the 
algorithmic content from the conceptual content. 
The distinction can be done at different levels: 
- The logical operators. The propositional connectives have an algorithmic content, 
whereas the quantifiers can be considered as having only a conceptual role (the 
universal quantifier indicates a degree of generality). 
~ The dejnition of the objects. The iterative and recursive definitions of the data types 
do not have the same algorithmic content (they correspond to different access to the 
data). 
- The proofs themsehes. There are, for instance, different ways of doing proofs by 
induction; termination proofs often require computations which are not really neces- 
sary to compute the result. 
The choices made at each of these levels are crucial for the design of a programming 
language based on proofs. We explain in the remaining part of this introductory 
section the particular choices we have made to construct an experimental language 
called PROPRE (for PROgrammation avec des PREuves). 
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1.2. An overview of the language 
There are two obvious constraints for a programming language based on proofs: 
- It is not possible to ask the user to write proofs instead of programs, because this is 
too long and boring. 
- It is not possible to ask the machine to write the proofs itself, because nontrivial 
proofs are not automatizable. 
One has, therefore, to distinguish carefully between the different tasks to be done. 
We distinguish three levels (see Fig. 1): the specijcation of a problem (for instance, z 
is the greatest common divisor (gcd) of x and y defined by the formula 
@(z, X, y) := z 1 x A z 1 y A V t [t 1 x A t 1 y-+ t <z]), the specijication of an algorithm solving 
the problem (for instance, an equational specification of the euclidean algorithm for 
computing the gcd) and the code ofa program representing the algorithm (for instance, 
a LISP program for the euclidean algorithm). 
Interactive 
theorem proving 
Automatic 
theorem proving 
Specification of a PROBLEM 
(logical formula) 
1 1 Proof Conceptual part 
Specification of an ALGORITHM 
(Set of equations) 
I Proof 
Code of a PROGRAM 
(Term of lambda calculus) 
Fig. 1. 
: 
Algorithmic part 
The usual way to get programs using proofs is to derive them directly from the 
specification of the problems (in our example one extracts a program from the proof of 
the statement VxVy3z@(z, x, y)). In practice, this leads to a lot of difficulties: (i) the user 
has in general to construct the main parts of the proof himself; (ii) one needs 
sophisticated mechanisms to “forget”, in the program, the nonalgorithmic parts of the 
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proof; (iii) it can be difficult to recognize at this level the 
really produces. 
algorithm that the proof 
We consider instead the specification of an algorithm in a mathematical language 
as primitive, and then distinguish two tasks of essentially different nature: 
(i) The proof of the fact that the algorithm solves the problem. 
(ii) The derivation of the program from the specification of the algorithm using 
a proof. 
The construction of correct programs is thus separated into a purely conceptual 
part carried out in classical logic, and an essentially algorithmic part carried out in 
intuitionistic logic: we consider the change from the problem to the algorithm as being 
inside usual mathematics; it is in the change from the algorithm to the program that 
the “specific” part of the question of program correctness arises. 
Algorithms are specified by sets of equations. For instance, the euclidean algorithm 
is specified by 
gcd CC!, ~1 = Y, - 
gcd Cg, ?I= sx, - 
gcdCzx,z~l =gcdCdminCx, yll,&fCx,~ll, - - 
where 2 is the successor function on unary natural numbers, and min and &f two 
functions computing the minimum of two numbers and the absolute difference of two 
numbers, themselves specified using equations. 
Programs are terms of lambda calculus. The program is extracted from a proof of 
the fact that the function specified by the equations has the intended type: in our 
example we have to prove the theorem VxVy [Nx+[Ny+N gcd [x, y]]] - i.e. if x and 
y are natural numbers then gcd[x, y] is a natural number- using the equations 
and the previously proved theorem VxVy[Nx+[Ny+Nmin[x,y]]] and 
VxVy[Nx-,[Ny+N dif [x, y]]]. A general result ensures that the program extracted - 
is correct. 
In this approach there is a complete distinction between the level of terms of lambda 
calculus (programs) and the level offormulas (types). In order to construct a program 
we have to give an equational specification of an algorithm, which define a function, 
and then to write a proof: All is done at a mathematical level, and the program is 
generated without directly working on it. 
Because of the choice of an equational specification of an algorithm instead of an 
arbitrary specification of a problem, the construction of the program from the 
specification can be automatized in large part: the proof of the theorem expressing 
that the function defined by the equations has the intended type is found by the 
machine itself using deterministic proof strategies’, providing a kind of “interactive 
correctness” (a deterministic strategy is, for us, an algorithm which either finds a proof 
1 Pascal Manoury and Marianne Simonot have recently defined and implemented such deterministic 
proof strategies for the system presented in this paper. 
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having a certain predefined form, or gives the reason for which it cannot find a proof 
of this form and suggests a possible modification of the specification; the reason for 
which we consider only deterministic strategies at this level is that we need to keep 
a control on the behaviour of the program generated). For the user a program is in 
fact an equational specification together with a proof strategy, corresponding to 
a certain way of computing from the equational specification. 
1.3. Systems for constructing programs from equational specijications 
A possible system based on equational specifications is the second-order system 
AF2 used in [7, 91. It is a natural deduction system for second-order intuitionistic 
logic plus equational reasoning, together with an extraction mechanism of a term of 
lambda calculus from a proof. The extraction mechanism is specially simple. The only 
part of a deduction which receives an algorithmic content is the propositional part (+ 
being the only primitive connective, we just need introduction and elimination of -+). 
The reasoning on quantifications and equations just has a conceptual role: it allows to 
describe at the logical level what the programs do. The data types are defined by 
logical formulas and the representations of the constructors, destructors and recursors 
of the type in lambda calculus are automatically deduced from this definition using 
proofs. 
Unfortunately, this system is not completely realistic from the point of view of 
programming: we can get programs for all the functions we need, but not always 
programs having the intended behaviour (in terms of time complexity, for instance). 
One reason for this is that the second-order definition of the data types is an iterative 
definition, which corresponds to a very particular way of reasoning by induction (we 
call it iteration). This limitation not only applies to AF2 but also to the second-order 
lambda calculus itself. 
We use instead an extension of AF2 called “recursive type theory” (TTR). In TTR 
we have a logical operator of least ,fixed point allowing recursive definitions of data 
types, whose motivations and intensional properties are discussed in [ll], and 
a mechanism for hiding the algorithmic content of some parts of the proofs. In this 
paper, we present some methods for programming with recursive data types using 
a fixed-point combinator, which allows one to construct programs having their 
intended behaviour. 
2. A recursive type theory 
2.1. The logical framework 
The logical language contains logical symbols, fixed parameters, and additional 
parameters depending upon the data types we consider. The logical symbols are: the 
connectives -+ and 1, the operators V and p, individual variables x, y, z, . . . , and 
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predicate variables X, Y, 2, . . . of arbitrary arity. The jixed parameters are: a binary 
function constant Ap (application) and two individual constants K, S (combinators). 
Additional parameters contain individual constants, function constants of arity 2 1 
and predicate constants of arbitrary arity (predicate constants of arity 0 are proposi- 
tional constants). 
The individual terms are defined as usual from the individual variables and con- 
stants by applying the function constants. 
The second-order formulas are defined inductively as follows: 
(a) if 5 is an n-ary predicate symbol and 5 1, . . , z, are individual terms, then 4r1 . . . z,, 
is a formula (called an atomic formula). 
(b) If A and B are formulas, then A+B is a formula; 
(c) If A is formula and 5 is an individual or predicate variable, then V<A is 
a formula. 
Second-order formulas receive their usual second-order semantics. 
The equality relation x = y is defined as usual in second-order intuitionistic logic by 
the formula t/X’ [X1 x+X1 y]. We call equation an expression CJ = z, where CJ and r are 
individual terms. Equations are distinguished formulas which play a special role in the 
type system. 
The second-order formulas are extended using two additional constructions. The 
first one is an explicit construction of the least fixed point (alternatively, we could 
introduce for each fixed point a new predicate symbol and define it by axioms or rules 
inside the second-order logic, as was done in [ll]). 
(d) If A is a formula, X” a predicate variable which occurs positively in A, x1, . . , x, 
individual variables, and tl, . , t, individual terms, then ,uX”X, . . x,A (tl, , . , t,) is 
a formula. 
The formula pX”x, . . . x,A (t I, . . . , t,) is interpreted as Kt, . . . f,, where K is the least 
X” such that Vx 1 . . . Vx, [X”x, . . x,++ A] holds. For simplicity, in what follows, we 
consider only the case n = 1. 
The second construction is a way of hiding the algorithmic content of parts of proofs 
(we do not give the full system but only what is needed in this paper). The basic 
nonalgorithmic formulas are (conjunctions of) equations. 
(e) If A is a formula and e an equation, then A [ e is a formula. 
The formula A le is logically interpreted as the conjunction of A and e. 
For convenience, we use the notation AI, A,, . . . , A,_ 1 +A, in place of 
A1~(Az-t...(A,_l~A,)...). 
The terms of lambda calculus are obtained from variables x, y, z . by a finite number 
of applications of the following rules: (a) if t and u are terms, then (t u) is a term; (b) if 
x is a variable and t is a term, then 3,x. t is a term. We use a special notation for the 
fixed-point operator: if u is a term, !u is a term which abbreviates as (Y u), where Y is 
the Turing fixed-point operator (in fact, any operator satisfying !u D(U !u)). The 
fiq-reduction relation is denoted by D. 
The canonical model MO, representing the programs from a denotational point of 
view, is the following. The universe is the set A* of classes of the terms of lambda 
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calculus modulo l3tl-equivalence. The function constant Ap is interpreted by the 
function u*,u*-+(u u)* (we note (u* u*) for Ap(u*,u*)). The constants K and S are 
interpreted by the classes of Lx. ;ly. x and Ax. %y. /lz. ((x z) (y z)), respectively. This 
model is the usual way of coding lambda calculus into a logical structure used in 
combinatory logic. It will be expanded by interpretations of the additional parameters 
of the language, which are of two kinds: the set %? of names of the constructors of the 
data types (such as nil, cons, . ..) and the set 9 of names of the programs (such as 
append, length,. . .). Each time we introduce a data type or construct a program, we 
add new parameters to the language and an interpretation of these parameters in the 
canonical model; the resulting expansion J? of the canonical model is called “the” 
intended model (although it depends on the programs we have considered before). 
2.2. The semantic notion of type 
We extend the notion of realizability of [7] to the new operators p and 1. For each 
formula A and variable y not occurring in A, we define a second-order formula YEA 
(“y is an element of the type A” or “y realizes A”) whose intended meaning is that “the 
program y realizes the specification expressed by A”. It explicits the algorithmic 
content of the formula A. Formally, we associate with each n-ary predicate variable 
X (n-ary predicate constant P) an (n + 1)-ary predicate variable X’ (n + 1)-ary predi- 
cate constant P’), and define inductively the formula YEA as follows: 
~~172 := Ll’Xy (for Il predicate variable or constant), 
y~A+B:=vz[zGA + (y Z)EB], 
y~VxA:=Vx[yEA], 
yVEvx.4 :=vX’[yEA], 
y~~XxA(t):=vx’[vxVy[yEA + YEXX] + yCxz], 
yEA /e:=[ygA]Ae. 
Note that the operators p and r do not occur in the formula YEA and, therefore, YEA 
is always a second-order formula. 
The previous definition explains the algorithmic meaning we give to p and 1: 
y realizes A 1 e if and only if y realizes A and e is true; the case of p is less immediate to 
understand (see Section 3.4 for a syntactic explanation): y realizes pXxA(r) if and 
only if y realizes KT, for the least K such that every realizer of A [K/X] is a realizer of 
K (or, equivalently, such that A[K/X] and K have the same realizers). 
The semantic notion of type is “,c&’ /= SEA”, which means that the statement ts:A is 
true in the intended model A. The formulas specify programs and data. The data 
types we will consider are multisorted term algebras. They are defined by formulas 
with one free variable. The property we require is that the logical interpretation 
coincides with the algorithmic interpretation of the formula. More precisely, we define 
a formal data type as a formula A[x] with only one free variable x, such that 
4 + VxVy [ ~GA [x] tf y = x A A [xl]. The key property of formal data types is given 
by the following lemma. 
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Correctness lemma (Krivine and Parigot [7]). Let A,, . . . . Ak and B be formal data 
types, and f be a k-ary function symbol. If A/= tEVxI . ..Vxk[A1 [x,], ,.., Ak[xkJ-+ 
NfCx1, . . . . x,]]], then t computes f in the sense that, for all ur , . . ., uk satisfying, 
respectively, A, [x1 J, . . . , z‘ik[Xk] in cA+f, Wt? have J@ /= (t u1 . ..uk)=f[ui. . . . . uk]. 
Proof. For each i, k ui~Ai[ui] (because Ai is a formal data type); therefore, 
]=(t u1 . . . uk)ENfCuI>..~, &]I; because B is a formal data type this implies that 
I=(t Ul... uk)=f[iI, . . ..&I. 0 
2.3. Second-order functional arithmetic: AF2 
AF2 is a way of interpreting the proof rules for the second-order intuitionistic logic 
as construction rules for terms of lambda calculus. This system was first introduced by 
Leivant [9] and independently by Krivine [6, 71. We give here a slightly modified 
version of the system. A context is a sequence of expressions of the form x : A (where 
x is a variable and A a formula) and equations; one derives expressions of the form t : A 
(read “t is a term of type A”) in a context r using the following rules: 
I-, x:A t x:A, 
r, x:A I- t:B 
r t %x.t:A+B’ 
I- t- u:A r k t:A+B 
r t- (t u):B ’ 
r I- t:A 
r t- t:vd (1) 
r I- t:A 
I- t- t:VX”A’ 
r t t:VxA 
f t t:A[T/x]’ 
(2) 
(3) 
I- k- t:VX”A 
r I- t:A[T/X”]’ (4) 
r I- t:A[u] r t- U=V 
ri-t:A[u] . 
(5) 
Note. (1) x has no free occurrences in r; (2) X has no free occurrences in r; (3) r is an 
individual term; (4) T is an n-ary predicate term, i.e. T=ixI . ../Zx..B with B a for- 
mula; (5) if f is a context x1 : AI, . . . . x,: A,, e,, . . . . e, and e an equation, then the 
expression r I- e means that e is derivable from AI, . . . . A,,el, . . . . e, in second- 
order logic. 
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It is well known that the terms derived in this system satisfy the strong normalization 
property. Moreover, the rules of the system are correct with respect to the semantic 
notion of type, in the sense of the following lemma. 
Conservation lemma (Krivine and Parigot [7]). Let JZY be the intended model, E a set of 
equations satisjied in _&I’, and A a second-order statement. If E I- t: A, then _k!+ t*EA. 
AF2 allows one to define all multisorted term algebras as formal data types. For 
instance, the set of (unary) natural numbers can be defined as “the smallest set 
containing zero and closed under the successor operation”. Formally, we add to Q?’ the 
parameters for the constructors of the type: an individual constant tJ (for zero) and 
a function constant 2 (for the successor operation), and consider the formula Nx 
saying “x is a natural number” 
vxcvycxy+x~~], XQ+X ]. 
We call the data types defined in this way iterative data types. The representation of 
the constructors, destructors and recursors of the data type are deduced from the 
definition. A representation Lj Lx. x of the constructor 0 in lambda calculus is given 
by a proof of NO. A representation /zv. %$1x. (f (v f x)) of the constructor s in lambda 
calculus is given by a proof of Vx[Nx-+N~x]. Once the intended model is completed 
by interpreting 0 by 1-5 /Ix. x and 2 by the function generated by Iv. Ilf Ax. (f (v f x)), 
one obtains an exact correspondence between the logical and algorithmic levels and 
one can prove that Nx is a formal data type (cf. [7]). 
The system AF2 is satisfactory from an extensional point of view: one can construct 
programs for all the functions whose termination is provable in second-order Peano 
arithmetic (this follows directly from results of [3]), that is in usual mathematics. But 
from an intensional point of view the situation is very different: we cannot always 
obtain the simple (in terms of time complexity, for instance) programs we need (see 
c11, 121). 
2.4. Recursive type theory: TTR 
TTR is an extension of AF2 based on recursive definitions of types, which is 
intended to solve the basic problems of efficiency mentioned before. The intended 
logical meaning of the formula /LXX. A(z) is Kz, where K is the least X such that 
Xx-A or, equivalently, the least X such that A-+Xx. The intended algorithmic 
meaning is obtained from the logical one, by considering -+ as an implication without 
algorithmic content, denoted as c. 
The corresponding rules are: 
A[Ay.pXxA( y)/X] G ~XXA(X) (rule pi), 
pXxA(x) G AIIby.pXxA( y)/X] (rule pi), 
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The special interpretation of E is translated in the system by the following rule (which 
is analogous to the rule for equations between terms): 
I- I- u:A A&B 
It is easy to check that the strong normalization and the conservation lemma still 
hold in the presence of these rules (A G B is obviously interpreted as VX[XEA 
+ XEB]). If one wants to use these rules for constructing programs, then one needs 
a calculus of functional inclusions, in order to derive the inclusions respecting the 
algorithmic interpretation of the connectives. Here is the simplest one, which allows in 
particular to deduce pf from pi and pu,: 
Axiom 
Implication 
AzA’ B’GB 
A’+B’ G A-B 
(- rule). 
Universal quantijkation (first- and second-order) 
cut 
(*I 
Note. In restriction (*) y has no free occurrences in the conclusion of the rule. 
TTR allows to define the multisorted term algebras as least fixed points: we call the 
data types defined in this way recursive data types. We show in Section 3 that the 
recursive data types are formal data types and, thus, a possible alternative to iterative 
data types. The main difference between iterative and recursive data types is that for 
the latter one can find programs computing the destructors of the type which have 
their intended behaviour. 
In this paper, we use only the introduction rules Iii and pi for the recursive data 
types. Instead of the elimination rule ,u~, we investigate alternative elimination rules 
for p based on the fixed-point operator of the lambda calculus. Some of them use the 
operator r. 
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The rules for the operator 1 are the following obvious ones (which preserve the 
strong normalization and the conservation lemma): 
r + t:A TI-e r t- t:A/e r I- t:A te 
r t- t:A le ’ r I- t:A ’ Tl-e 
2.5. Construction of correct programs 
In order to program a function between data types (say, the addition from N x N to 
N), defined as formal data types in TTR, we have to do the following: 
(a) Add a binary function constant ad to P---. - 
(b) Define ad on N by a set E of equations; for instance, - 
ad [x, Q] = x, - 
&Cx, 2.~1 = s Cad CT ~11). -- 
(c) Deduce the theorem VxVy(Nx, Ny-tN ad[x, y]) from the previous set of - 
equations. 
It follows from the conservation and correctness lemmas that if t is a term such that 
E t t : VxVy(Nx, Ny+N ad[x, y]), then t is a program for addition. 
This programming method extends to all functions defined by equations on formal 
data types. The program obtained is correct (i.e. it terminates and satisfies the set of 
equations), provided that the set of equations is satisfiable in the intended model. In 
fact, the satisfiability in the intended domain (that is the multisorted algebra) suffices, as 
the transfer lemma [7] shows. 
To ensure program correctness in practice, we need a formal and automatizable 
method to prove the satisfiability of the starting set of equations. The most economic 
way is the following. First prove the theorem and extract the program; then check that 
the program obtained satisfies the set of equations on the intended domain. The 
difficulty is that this checking can require itself the use of a proof by induction. This is, 
for instance, the case for the predecessor on the iterative natural numbers (because 
there are no terms s and p for the successor and predecessor on the iterative natural 
numbers such that (p (s x)) E-X). 
Fortunately, for the recursive data types the situation is often simpler and the 
program not only satisfies the equations on the intended domain but also on the 
intended model; in this case, the verification can be done just using symbolic execution 
of the program, so that the procedure can be automatized. 
2.6. DifSerent kinds of’proofs by induction 
The reasoning by induction plays a crucial role in the derivation of programs using 
proofs. Here are the basic forms of induction (on natural numbers) we propose to 
reproduce in TTR. 
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Iteration 
V’x[Nx+VX[XQ, Vy[Xy+X~y]+Xx]]. 
A term it of this type is called an iteration operator. The expected behaviour of it is 
given by the following reduction rules: 
(it 0 c( p) r>cx, 
(it (s n) GI p) B(P (it n c( 8)). 
Recursion 
Vx[Nx+VX[XtJ, Vy[Ny, Xy-+Xsy]-,Xx]]. 
A term ret of this type is called a recursion operator. The expected behaviour of ret is 
given by the following reduction rules: 
(ret 0 c( /J) r>a, 
(ret (S n) c( fi) r>(j? n (ret n M /I)). 
Structural induction 
Vx[Nx+VX[XtJ, Vy[Ny, Vz[Nz /z<y -+ Xz]-Xsy]+Xx]], 
where < is the structural ordering of the terms of the term algebra. A term ind of this 
type is called a structural induction operator. The expected behaviour of ind is given 
by the following reduction rules: 
(ind 0 c( p) E-CL, 
(ind (S n) CI p) D (/I n Ap. (ind p cx /I)) 
External induction 
Vx[Nx+VX[Vy[Ny, Vz[Nz rz < y --) Xz]+Xy]+Xx]], 
where < is an arbitrary (partial) well-ordering of the terms of the term algebra. A term 
i-ind of this type is called an external induction operator. The expected behaviour of 
i-ind is given by the following reduction rules: 
(<And n y) D ( y n Ap. (i-ind p 7)). 
From the programming point of view, the problem is to reproduce these induction 
schemes in such a way that the corresponding operators have the intended behaviour: 
by this we mean that the simulation of the reduction is done in a constant number (not 
depending on n) of steps of P-reduction. This is not possible for the iterative data 
types: for instance, for the iterative type of natural numbers, no recursor exists with 
the intended behaviour (this follows from the nonexistence of a program computing 
the predecessor in a constant number of steps). We show in this paper that this is 
possible for the recursive data types. 
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3. Recursive data types 
Let us recall the recursive definition of data types of [ 1 l] in the formalism of the 
present paper. We take only the example of (unary) natural numbers, but the theory 
easily generalizes to all the data types considered in [7]. One adds to %? an individual 
constant 0 (for zero) and a function constant s (for the successor function) and defines 
the recursive type of the natural numbers N’x as @Ix@(x), where 
@:=VX[vy[Ny+X~y], X0+Xx]. 
(Note that N occurs positively in VX [Vy [Ny-+Xzy], X@+Xx].) Clearly, the formula 
N’x is equivalent to Nx, and N’x defines the natural numbers at the logical level. The 
recursive definition “contains” a form of induction that we call special induction: if 
@[KIN,z/x] holds, then in order to prove Pt, we only need to prove PO and 
Vy[Ky+P~y]. 
The representation of the constructors of the type in lambda calculus is deduced 
from the definition of the type. The representation 0 of the constructor 0 is given by 
a proof of N’Q. We see that /Zf.ia.a is of type VX[Vy[N’y+Xsy], X0+X0] and, 
therefore, by pi of type N’Q. A representation s of the constructor 2 is given by a proof 
of Vx[Nrx-+Nrsx]. We have _ 
n:N’x,f:Vy[N’y+Xsy], a:Xe F (fn):Xsx; 
therefore, 
n:N’x F /l$Aa.(fn):VX[Vy[N’y+X~y], XQ+Xx] 
and by pi 
n:Nrx t- i_jIiu.(fn):N’~x; 
finally, 
Note that the only rule for p we have used is pi. 
We complete our intended model by interpreting 0 by 0 and 2 by the function 
generated by s. We will now prove that, with this interpretation of the constructors, 
N’x is a formal data type; it follows in particular that the correctness lemma holds for 
the recursive definition of the type of the natural numbers. 
Proposition. N’x is u formal data type. 
Proof. Let us first prove that N’x + xeNrx holds in JY. Suppose N’x; then Nx 
holds, i.e. VX [Vy [Xy+Xsy], XQ+Xx]; by specialization to Xx := XEN~X, 
Vy[y~N’y -+ ~y~N’sy], ~EN’O + XEN’X; _ 
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by the choice of the interpretation of ; and 9, sy =(s y) and O=O hold in A and the 
antecedents of the implication become Vy[y~N’y 4 (sy)~N’sy] and OEN’Q. These 
statements are satisfied by the choice of s and 0; thus, XEN~X holds. 
Conversely, we prove that X’EN’X + x’=xAN’x holds in A. Suppose 
x’EN’x; then VN[Vzt/z’[z’~@ --, Z’ENZ] -tx’~AJx] and by specialization to DE Nu := 
u = u A N’u, it suffices to prove, for arbitrary z and z’, that 
VXVfV’a[VyVy’[y’=yAN’y + (fy’)~Xsy], acX~+((z’f) a)~Xz] 
+ z’=zANrz. 
We assume that 
VXVfVa[VyVy’[y’=yAN’y -+ (fy’)~Xsy], a~XQ+((z’f) a)~Xz] 
and prove that z’ = z AN’z; for an arbitrary choice off and a, we have by specializa- 
tion to 
VEXU := u=((uf) u)AN’u, 
VYVY’CY’=YAN’Y -+ (~Y’)=((sY~) a)AN’syl, a=((Of) 4AN’O 
+ ((z’f) u)=((zf) u)AN’z]. 
By choice of the interpretation of 2 and 0, this is equivalent to 
VyVy’[y’=yAN’y + (fy’)=(fy)AN’sy], u=uAN’(J 
+ ((z’f) u)=((zf) u)AN’z. 
Since N’y+N’zy and N’Q are provable, the antecedents of the implication are 
satisfied; it follows that ((z’ f) u)=((zf) a) A N’z holds for arbitrary f and a and, 
therefore, z’= z A N’z. 0 
The crucial property of the recursive definitions of data types is the possibility to 
compute the destructors of the type in a constant number of reductions. Let us give 
the example of the predecessor function for N’, which is defined by the following 
equations: 
PO=09 - 
psx = x. 
- 
We prove that Vx[N’x-+N’px]. Let v:N’x; by pLf, we have - 
v: VX[Vy[N’y+Xzy], X+Xx] 
and, therefore, 
v:Vy[Nry+Nrpsy], N’pO+N’px. - - - 
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By the equations, it follows that 
v : Vy[N’y+N’y], N’+N’px. 
Clearly, 
%x.x : Vy[N’y+N’y] and 0: N’Q; 
therefore, 
iv. (v 1.x. x 0) : Vx [N’x+N’px]. - 
4. The basic fixed-point rule 
In this section we show how to construct programs using a rule & based on the 
fixed-point operator of lambda calculus, which is just an alternative way of expressing 
the elimination rule for ,u. It corresponds to a construction of the least fixed point from 
the empty set using an ordinal induction. 
The basic form of the rule p: is the following (more general forms are given in the 
sequel): 
r F u:vx[Xx~D]+vx[A~D] 
r E !u:vx[~xxA(x)+D] ’ 
where X is not free in the conclusion of the rule. 
One can prove that this rule preserves the conservation lemma and, therefore, can 
be used to derive correct programs. Obviously, the strong normalization is lost, but 
we have the following weaker result, which is sufficient: if A is a formula in which each 
subformula of the form pXxB(r) occurs positively, and t : A is derivable, then t is 
weakly normalizable (note that the hypothesis holds in particular for the result of 
applying a function between data types to its arguments). 
Iteration operator N’x 
We show that the rule 11: allows to construct in a straightforward manner an 
iteration operator having the intended behaviour. 
We look for a term it of type Vx[N’x+VX[XCJ Vy[Xy+X:y]-+Xx]]. By .&, it 
suffices to prove that 
vx[Nx+vx[X~, vy[xy+x~y]+xx]] 
+Vx[@+VX[X~, vy[xy+x~y]-rxx]]. 
Let cp:Vx[Nx+VX[XQ, Vy[Xy+X~y]-+Xx]] and n:@; we prove that 
@[xl :=VX[XQ, vy[xy+x~y]+xx] 
by special induction on x. 
(1) We have ;Ixld.x: VX[XQ, Vy[Xy+Xsy]+XQ 
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(2) We prove that Vy[Ny+@[~y]]. Let U: Ny, a:XQ and /3:Vy[Xy-+Xsy]; 
we have (cp u CI /I): Xy and (p (cp u a fi)): Xsy. Then AuIUc@.(p (cp u CY p)): 
VYCNY+@C~YII. 
Finally, we have it = !Acph. ((n hdcL_~. (fi (cp u c( p)) %x;ld. x). 
Recursion operator for N’x 
In order to derive a recursion operator having the intended behaviour, one can 
derive it from the iteration operator (using the predecessor function) or use the 
following stronger rule p:: 
l-, xx 5 /LXX/l(X) k u:vx[Xx+D]+vx[A+D] 
r t !u:Vx[pXxA(x)+D] 
We look for a term ret of type Vx[N’x-+VX[XQ, Vy[N’y, Xy+Xsy]-+Xx]]. By pi, 
it suffices to prove that 
Vx[Nx+VX[XQ, Vy[N’y, Xy+Xsy]+Xx]] 
+Vx[@+VX[XCj, Vy[N’y, Xy-+Xsy]+Xx]] 
in the context Nx G N’x. 
Let cp:Vx[Nx+VX[XQ, Vy[N’y, Xy+Xsy]+Xx]] and n:@; we prove that 
0 [x] := VX [X0, Vy [N’y, Xy-+Xsy] -+Xx] by special induction on x. 
(1) We have %x%d.x: VX[XQ, Vy[N’y, Xy-Xsy]-X0]. 
(2) We prove Vy[Ny+O[sy]]. Let u:Ny, cc:XQ and b:Vy[N’y, Xy-+Xsy]; 
we have (cp u !.I /I): Xy. Since Ny E N’y we also have u : N’y and, therefore, 
(/I u (cp u CI fi)):Xsy. Then 
AuAcr@.(p u (cp u t( P)):Vy[Ny+O[sy]]. 
Finally, we have 
ret= !AcpAn.(n AuAaE./?.(P u (cp u c1 8)) ;IxAd.x). 
Programs construction 
We have many ways of constructing programs on recursive data types: we can use 
the operators previously constructed or directly use the rules. Let us give an example, 
using a more general form of the rule allowing to compute more directly n-ary 
functions: 
I-, X,x,G~xlxlA ,,..., X.x.~~X,x,A” E u:VX[X,x, ,...) X”x”-+D]+Vx[A, ,___) A,+D] 
r E !u:Vx[/lX,x,A, ,...) pX,x,A,+D] 
Consider the following system of equations for inf: - 
inf[O y] =Q, - -7 
inf[sx,O] =Q, -- - 
inf[sx,sy]=s[inf[x,y]]. -- -- 
(()*py (0 ((,u ,lM w) s).,uy u)‘uy,uq lu)‘u4’IMy~ = jy 
anvq aM 
‘[[~F‘zF]J~!,N+JZN]IA: ((,u ,u4 x) s)*,uy ‘alo~a~aql fuogenba p.uql ayl 
hj [J?‘ZS]JU!,N : ((,U ,Ul M) S) PUr? [3 ‘Z]jiii,N : (,U ,llA xl) aAE!y 3M ‘IZN : ,U lXaJUO3 aql U! 
-- -- 
[~~‘zs]Ju!,N aAo.Id aM s!q$ JOT '[[IS‘ZS]JU!,N~~~N]IA leql aAOld 01 amq aM (iy) 
xoymba puoDas aq, dq [ij‘zs]~u!,~:o aAtzq aM (1.2) 
-- 
‘Zx uo uoympu! le!Dads Lq [z~‘~~]~~!,~ aAold aM ‘[x/~x‘N/~N]@ : u pm Z’N: ,UI 
-- 
Ial ‘[[[ZX‘ZS]JU!,N~[X/SX‘N/ZN]~]~Z’ N]ZA ieql aAold 01 aAvq aM (z) 
-- 
xopenba ls.y aql Lq [Zx ‘o]~u!,~t[x/Zx ‘N/~N]Q : o’py aizeq aM (I) 
‘lx uo uoynpu! p+ads icq [z~‘l~]JU!,~t[~/Z~‘~/z~]~ 
IvyI alzold aM :[x/~x‘N/~N]Q,:~u pug [[k‘x]~,~+-iZ~ ‘X~N]~AXA:D IaT 
sno!Aa.Id aq$ JO asnwaa ‘[[L‘x]~,N+~,N ‘X,N]~AXA ad4 JO wal B JOJ yool aM 
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(inf (s m) (s n)) 
D (khn. (m hz’h~. (n An’. (s (x m’ n’)) 0) Ad. 0) inf (s m) (s n)) 
D (((s m) i,m’An.(n Rn’.(s (inf m’ n’)) 0) Ad.0) (s n)) 
D ((2m’h.(n i.n’.(s (inf m’ n’)) 0) m (s n)) 
D ((s n) h’. (s (inf m n’)) 0) 
r>(in’.(s (inf m n’)) n) 
D(S (inf m n)) 
5. The structural induction rule 
The structural induction rule we consider is the following: 
r I- t:Vx[Vz[Ez ~z<x+B]+Vz[A[iz.Ez /z<x/X,z/x]-tB]] 
r k !t:Vz[Ez+B] (IND) , 
where Ex := pXxA (x) is the recursive definition of a multisorted term algebra, x is 
a variable not occurring in the formula B and < is the strict structural ordering on the 
terms of the algebra. 
This rule preserves the conservation lemma and, therefore, can be used for con- 
structing correct programs. 
Structural induction operator ,for N’x 
Using IND, we derive a structural induction operator having its intended behavi- 
our. We look for a term ind of type Vx[N’x+VX[XQ, Vy[N’y, Vz[N’z [z<y+ 
Xz]-+Xsy]+Xx]]. Let Dx be the formula VX[XQ, Vy[N’y, Vz[N’z /z<y+ 
Xz]+Xsy]+Xx]. By the rule IND, it suffices to prove Vx[Vz[N’z 1 z<x-+Dz]+ 
Vz[@[Az.N’z r z<x/N,z/x]+Dz]]. 
Let cp:Vz[N’z /z<x+Dz], n : @[j-z. N’z 1 z -=c x/N, z/x], a:XQ, and 
/l:Vy[N’y, Vz[N’z /z<y+Xz]+Xsy]; we prove Xz in this context by “special 
induction” on z. 
(1) We have r : XQ 
(2) We look for a term of type V([N’( r (<.x-X25]. Let y :N’< 15~~; we have 
b: N’<, Vz[N’z /z<&+Xz]-Xs( and y:N’t; it suffices to find a term of type 
Vz[N’z~z6(+Xz]. Let 6:N’z/z,<5; since z<< and E<x, we have z<x and 
(cp 6 a /3) : Xz. Therefore, Ay. (p y ;16. (cp 6 u /I)) : V’5 [N’( 15 < x-Xsif]. Finally, the 
term ind we were looking for is !icpX_aA&(n iy.(p y AS.(cp 6 LX /I)) cc). It is easy to 
check that the term ind has the intended behaviour. 
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Program construction using IND 
In the case of natural numbers, the kind of equational specification for which IND 
applies is basically the following (for a unary functionf: N--+N): 
fP1 =o 
fC~nl=~Cn,fCsCnlll with N’n k gCnl<n. - - - 
Suppose that we already have h : VxVy[N’x, N’y+N’Qx, y]] and 
g:Vx[N’x+N’g[x]]. We look for a term of type Vx[N’x-+N’f[x]]. By the 
rule IND, it suffices to find a term of type Vx[Vz[N’z / z <x+N’f [z]] + 
Vz[@[iz.N’z fz<x/N,z/x]+N’f[z]]]. 
Let (p:Vz[N’z /z<x-+N’f[z]], n:@[h.N’z rz<x/N,z/x]. We prove N’f[z] by 
_ “special induction” on z. 
(1) By the first equation, we have 0: N’f[Q]. 
(2) We look for a term of type V’i; [N’t-/ 5 < x+N’f[st]]. Let y : N’{ / t < x. We 
have to prove N’.f[$], that is by the second equation, N’h[<,.f[g[[]]]. We have - - 
(g Y):N’g[5]; since y[<]<l and t<x, we have ~[<]<x and (cp (g Y)):N’f[g[5]] 
and, therefore, 
- - 
(A Y (cp (Y ~))):N’hCLfCsCS111. Finally, we have _ - 
!Aqh.(n jvy. (h y (q (g y))) 0) : V.u[N’x+N’f[x]]. 
A natural example of the previous situation is given by the subtraction version of 
the euclidean algorithm for computing the gcd of two natural numbers. 
6. The external induction rule 
The external induction rule we consider is the following: 
r F t:Vx[Vz[Ez tz < x+B[z/x]]+[Ex+B]] 
r t !t:Vx[Ex+B] (<-IND), 
where Ex:=,uXXA(X) is the recursive definition of a multisorted term algebra and 
< is a strict (partial) well-ordering on the terms of the algebra. 
This rule preserves the conservation lemma and, therefore, can be used for con- 
structing correct programs. 
External induction operator for N’x 
We look for a term <-ind of type Vx[N’.x-+VX[Vy[N’y, Vz[N’z tz < y+Xz]+ 
Xy]-+Xx]]. Let Dx be the formula VX[Vy[N’y, Vz[N’z lz < y+Xz]+Xy]+Xx]. 
By the rule <-IND, it suffices to prove Vx[Vz[N’z /z < x+Dz]+[N’x-+Dx]]. 
Let (p:Vz[N’z rz<x+Dz], n:N’x, and 0:Vy[N’y, Vz[N’z tz<y+Xz]-+Xy]; 
we look for a term of type Xx in this context. We have 0: N’x, 
Vz[N’z 1 z < x+Xz]+Xx. 
(1) We have II : N’x. 
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(2) We look for a term of type Vz[N’z rz 4 x+Xz]. In the context y: N’z 1 z < x 
we have (C+J y) : Dz and (cp y Q) : Xz. Therefore, /ly. (cp y 6) : Vz [N’z 1 z < x+Xz]. 
Finally, the term <And we were looking for is !A(pAnl,8.(0niy.(q y 6)). It is easy to 
check that the term <And has the intended behaviour. 
Program construction using <-IND 
In the case of natural numbers, the kind of equational specification for which 
<-IND applies is basically the following:f[n] =f[g[n]] with N’n k g[n] < n, for - - 
a certain well-ordering of N which is not <he structural ordering. Here% the stupid 
example of a specification of the constant function with value 0, whose proof of 
termination uses a well-ordering distinct of the structural ordering: 
f[x] =f[sx] if x < 5, 
fC-4 =o if x 3 5. 
The external induction rule is more difficult to use than the structural induction rule 
for constructing programs, because the well-ordering is not given in advance and 
cannot be found by the machine itself. 
7. Separating correctness and termination 
In this section we use the fixed-point operator and a universal data type to 
construct correct programs which do not necessarily terminate. 
Our universal data type Ux is a predicate constant such that the statements VxUx 
and VxVy[y~Ux tt y=x] hold in the model. Intuitively, U is a way to consider the 
whole set of terms as a data type (it allows in particular to define, by relativization, the 
usual algorithmic interpretation of the first-order quantifications from the interpreta- 
tion we use here). Our use of this universal data type (which is not definable by 
a second-order formula) will destroy the normalization property, but not the correct- 
ness property. 
In the formal system we add, for each formal data type D, the following axiom, 
which is obviously correct: 
Dx c Ux. 
The programming method 
In order to construct a program for a function, we construct a program for a certain 
functional using a proof, and then apply a fixed-point operator to obtain the program 
for the function (note that formally we need to extend our notion of individual term to 
allow the use of functionals). Let us consider the example of the function n H 2n: 
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Step 1: We consider a function constant f defined by the set of equations E: 
Step 2: We introduce a function constant E (which is a functional), and transform 
E into a nonrecursive set of equations E*: 
wheref is this time a function variable. 
Step 3: We derive a term F of type V,f[Vx[N’x+Uf‘[x]]+Vx[N’x+UF[,f, xl]]. 
Step 4: We take forfa fixed point !F of the term F obtained at step 3. 
Fact. If the set E* ifsutisfiable, then the progrum obtained at step 4 satisfies the set E of 
equations. 
Proof. Suppose that the set E* is satisfiable. Because of the correctness lemma, the 
term F obtained at step 3 satisfies the set E* of equations. In the model we have 
(!F u)=(F !F u); moreover, if we interpret the function variablefin the model by the 
function generated by !F, we have !FEVX[N’X +Uf’[x]]; therefore, from the fact that 
F satisfies the set E* we conclude that !F satisfies the set E. 
Remark. At step (3) we could instead prove the theorem V,f[Vx[Ux+Uj’[x]]+ 
Vx[N’x+U~[f,x]]]. 
Using this method for programming, correctness and termination are separated: if 
we want to know that the program has the intended type ~ in our example, 
!FEVX[N’X+N’~[~]] ~ we have to prove separately that a function satisfying E has 
the intended type; in our example we have to prove the theorem Vx[N’x+N’f[x]]. 
After that we can consider that !F is of type Vx[N’x-+N’f‘[x]], although 
!F :Vx[N’x+N’f‘[x]] is not necessarily derivable in the system. 
Step (3) makes use of the recursive definition of the type: a property Px will be 
proved by a “special induction” corresponding to the definition of N’; we prove PQ 
and VJJ[N’~-+P~JJ]. 
Example. Program computing the greatest common divisor of two natural numbers. 
We will use the subtraction version of the euclidean algorithm. Suppose we 
already have constructed programs dif: VxV’y [N’x, N’y+N’ dif [x, y]] and - 
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inf: VxVy[N’x, N’ y+N’inf [x, y]] computing the absolute difference and the min- - 
imum of two natural numbers (the equational systems being 
dif [0 y] = y, - _’ dif [ sx, O] =2x, -- - dif [ sx, sy] = dif [x, y], -- - 
inf[O y] =O, - -7 inf[sx,O] =O, -- - inf [ sx, sy] = s [ inf [x, y]]). -- -- 
We introduce a function constant gcd defined by the following equations - 
gcd CO_, ~1 = Y - 
gcd [2x, Q] = sx - 
gcdC~~,~yl=g~~[~C~fC~,yl1,~fC~,yl1. 
We transform these equations into equations defining a functional E 
F‘Cfl~,yl=Y, - . 
Finally, we prove the statement Vf[VxVy[N’x, N’y+Uf[x,y]]-)VxVy[N’x, N’y-+ 
UF[ h x, y]]]. Let cp :VxVy[N’x, N’y+Uf[x, y]] and n : N’x; we prove - 
X [x] = Vy [N’ y +UF[L x, y]] by “special induction” on x. 
(1) We have j*x.x:X[Q] =Vy[N’y+UF[f;Q,y]] by the first equation and the 
axiom N’x G Ux. 
(2) We look for G:Vz[N’z+X[~z]]. 
Let CY : N’z, m : N’y; we prove UE[f,;z, y] by “special induction” on y. 
(2.1) We have (s a) : Uf[f; sz, Q] by the second equation and the axiom N’x c Ux; 
(2.2) We look for H:Vt[N’t-+UF[1;sz,~t]]. 
Let fi : N’ t. We have (s (inf 51 fi)) : N’s[ inf [z, t]] and (dif cr fl) : N’ dif [z, t]; therefore, -- - 
(cp (s (inf c( /?)) (dif CI b)): Uf[s[&f[z, t]],dif[z, t]] - 
and by the third equation 
(cp (s (inf z j3)) (dif (x fl)):UF[f,sz,st]]. - 
We take H =(q (s (inf c( p)) (dif c1 /I)). We take G=Acc. %m. (m H (s a)). Finally, we 
obtain F = ;icp. 3-n. (n G ix. x) and gcd = !F. 
Comments. This programming method reduces the proof to what is necessary from 
an algorithmic point of view; it separates termination from correction and allows to 
construct programs for partial recursive functions which are correct in the sense that 
they satisfy the specifications expressed by the equations. 
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